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Don't Give Me That Attitude!: 24 Rude, Selfish, Insensitive Things Kids Do and How to Stop ThemJossey-Bass, 2004
Does Your Child Have Attitude?
	Does your kid never take no for an answer and demand things go his way?
	Do her theatrics leave you drained at the end of the day?
	Are you resorting to bribes and threats to get your kid to do chores?
	Does he cheat, complain, or blame others for his...
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Ubuntu on a Dime: The Path to Low-Cost Computing (Path to Low Cost Computing)Apress, 2009
You know that Ubuntu software costs nothing. Now you want the PC system that costs as little as possible and runs Ubuntu and OS applications without complaints and calls to tech support.
So you spend your hard–earned dollars on the hardware only and have your own optimized Ubuntu PC. This is the book that will show you how to get what you...
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Stop Staring: Facial Modeling and Animation Done RightSybex, 2010

	Animation has got to be the greatest job in the world. When you get started,
	you just want to do everything, all at once, but can’t decide on one thing to start with.
	You animate a walk, you animate a run, maybe even a skip or jump, and it’s all gratifying
	in a way people outside of animation may never be lucky enough to...
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Common Sense: Get It, Use It, and Teach It in the WorkplaceApress, 2013

	“He may have an MBA, but he’s got no common sense.” Assessments like that by a boss can stop a career dead in its tracks. Unfortunately, many believe that common sense is a trait you are either born with or you are not. This book dispels that myth. Through the pages of Common Sense: Get It, Use It, and Teach It in...
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Excel 2016 All-in-One For DummiesFor Dummies, 2015

	Your one-stop guide to all things Excel 2016


	Excel 2016 All-in-One For Dummies, the most comprehensive Excel reference on the market, is completely updated to reflect Microsoft's changes in the popular spreadsheet tool. It offers you everything you need to grasp basic Excel functions, such as creating and editing...
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Mastering Microsoft Teams: End User Guide to Practical Usage, Collaboration, and GovernanceApress, 2018

	
		Do you need to learn how to use Microsoft Teams? Are you questioning how to drive user adoption, govern content, and manage access for your Teams deployment? Either way, Mastering Microsoft Teams is your one-stop-shop to learning everything you need to know to find success with Microsoft Teams.

	
		Microsoft’s...
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Oracle Essentials: Oracle Database 11gO'Reilly, 2007
Oracle is an enormous system, with myriad technologies, options, and releases. Most users-even experienced developers and database administrators-find it difficult to get a handle on the full scope of the Oracle database. And, as each new Oracle version is released, users find themselves under increasing pressure to learn about a whole range of new...
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Implementing NAP and NAC Security Technologies: The Complete Guide to Network Access ControlJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
Prevent hacker exploits with this comprehensive implementation guide
    You're ready to see through the misconceptions and misinformation about NAP/NAC that might come your way. Here is an excellent resource for uncovering the actual vulnerabilities and exploits that the various NAP/NAC types can address. You'll find...
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Bike, Scooter, and Chopper Projects for the Evil GeniusMcGraw-Hill, 2008
Greetings! Glad that you decided to take an interest in the best hobby you will ever know! Maybe you are already a seasoned garage hacker and have decided to build a few of the projects from this book, adding your own special modifications, of course. Or, maybe you have never thought about taking an angle grinder to a working bicycle, chopping it...
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Molecular Logic-based Computation: RSC (Monographs in Supramolecular Chemistry)Royal Society of Chemistry, 2012

	We all learn - in schools, factories, bars and streets. We gather, store, process and transmit information in society. Molecular systems involved in our senses and within our brains allow all this to happen and molecular systems allow living things of all kinds to handle information for the purpose of survival and growth. Nevertheless, the...
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Database Benchmarking and Stress Testing: An Evidence-Based Approach to Decisions on Architecture and TechnologyApress, 2018

	
		Provide evidence-based answers that can be measured and relied upon by your business. Database administrators will be able to make sound architectural decisions in a fast-changing landscape of virtualized servers and container-based solutions based on the empirical method presented in this book for answering “what if”...
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SAP ABAP: Hands-On Test Projects with Business ScenariosApress, 2014

	SAP ABAP (Advanced Business Application Programming) elucidates the numerous features of the core programming platform, which is used for development for the entire SAP software suite. SAP ABAP uses numerous hands on business oriented use cases and a valuable dedicated e-resource to demonstrate the underlying advanced...
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